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MAKE READY
WITH THE EXPERTS

Make Ready with Dave Harrington: 
360 Degree Pistol Skill, Volume 1

With the 360 Degree Pistol Skill program, you get a 
comprehensive one-on-one pistol training session with
Dave Harrington. Dave is a retired senior weapons 
instructor from the John F. Kennedy Special Warfare School
at Ft. Bragg, North Carolina. 360 Degree Pistol Skill will help
you develop the technical knowledge for shooting a semi
automatic pistol. Volume One covers multiple dry and live
fire drills and exercises that will get you started on 
perfecting your tactical use of a pistol. 

With the 360 Degree Pistol Skill program, you get a 
comprehensive one-on-one pistol training session with
Dave Harrington. Dave is a retired senior weapons  
instructor from the John F. Kennedy Special Warfare School
at Ft. Bragg, North Carolina. 360 Degree Pistol Skill will help
you develop the technical knowledge for shooting a 
semi-automatic pistol. Volume Two teaches combination
drills like the Iron Cross, Siebel Drill, and more. With 360 
Degree Pistol Skill, you will learn the tactics and tactical use
of the pistol to fight effectively.

Item # PMR001                                                         Item # PMR002                                                                       

Make Ready with Robert Vogel: 
Building World Class Pistol Skills

Here is an opportunity to get one-on-one training from
Robert Vogel, a world class shooter and National 
Champion in both IDPA and USPSA. In Building World Class
Pistol Skills, you will get tips and advice from Robert to help
you improve your handgun shooting ability in an easy to
follow step by step approach. Whether you’re new to 
competitive shooting or a seasoned shooter, this video will
help you to improve upon your skill set. 

Make Ready with Robert Vogel: Mastering IDPA
Here is an opportunity to get one-on-one training from
Robert Vogel, a world class shooter and National 
Champion in both IDPA and USPSA. In Mastering IDPA,
Robert helps you build upon your existing shooting skills
by showing you ways to shorten your times, tighten your
shots, and overall improve your scores. 

Item # PMR006                                             Item # PMR005                                           

Make Ready with Dean Caputo: 1911 Armorer’s Bench

The M1911 Pistol Armorer’s Course will give you a 
detailed understanding of the model 1911 pistol. The
course covers design, model variations, disassembly, 
assembly, lubrication, parts fitting, trigger pull 
adjustments, maintenance, and troubleshooting. 
After-market parts and modifications are reviewed. Dean
Caputo, a law enforcement officer and factory 
armorer instructor for the 1911 platform, will teach you
how to keep your 1911 running properly and how to do
limited custom work on your pistol.

Make Ready with Dean Caputo: AR15 Armorer’s Bench
The AR15/M16 Diagnostics & Armorer’s Course will give you
a detailed understanding of the AR15 rifle and all its vari-
ants including the M4 and M16. The course 
covers design, model variations, disassembly, assembly, 
lubrication, parts fitting, maintenance, and 
troubleshooting. After-market parts and modifications are
reviewed.  Dean Caputo, a law enforcement officer and 
factory armorer instructor for the AR15/M16 platform, will
teach you how to keep your AR15 running properly and
how to do limited custom work on your rifle. 

Item # PMR004                                             
Item # PMR003                                             

Make Ready with Paul Howe: Tac Pistol Operator

We take you to the CSAT (Combat Shooting and Tactics)
training facility in Nacogdoches, TX for a one-on-one 
private training session with Paul Howe. Paul is a high-risk
training instructor that served 20 years in the US Army, ten
of those in Special Operations. He served as a Tactical Team
Leader and Senior Instructor while assigned to Army Special
Operations. During his tour in special operations he was 
involved in several combat actions. One of the most notable
was the battle of Mogadishu that was later portrayed in the
motion picture Black Hawk Down. Now you can learn pistol 
handling techniques from Paul right from your home. You
also get an honest and frank discussion with Paul Howe on
leadership, training, and the combat mindset that is 
applicable to the military, law enforcement, and civilian 
sector. 

Make Ready with Paul Howe: Tac Rifle Operator
We take you to the CSAT (Combat Shooting and Tactics)
training facility in Nacogdoches, TX for a one-on-one 
private training session with Paul Howe. Paul is a high-risk
training instructor that served 20 years in the US Army, ten
of those in Special Operations. He served as a Tactical Team
Leader and Senior Instructor while assigned to Army Special
Operations. During his tour in special operations he was 
involved in several combat actions. One of the most notable
was the battle of Mogadishu that was later portrayed in the
motion picture Black Hawk Down. Now you can learn rifle 
handling techniques from Paul right from your home. You
also get an honest and frank discussion with Paul Howe on
leadership, training, and the combat mindset that is 
applicable to the military, law enforcement, and civilian 
sector. 

Item # PMR007 Item # PMR008                                              

Make Ready with Dave Harrington: 
360 Degree Pistol Skill, Volume 2

Panteao’s Make Ready Series of instructional videos bring you top instructors all in
one place, teaching you one-on-one. Instead of going to the instructors, now they
come to YOU via DVD or online HD & UltraHD video! Learn any time & any place. It’s
like having your own personal trainer teaching you step-by-step.



Make Ready with Bill Rogers: Reactive Pistol Shooting

We take you to the Rogers Shooting School in Ellijay, GA for
a one-on-one private training session with Bill Rogers. Bill
is a former FBI Agent. He invented the first Kydex Holster in
1972. He started the Rogers Holster Company in 1973, 
purchased by Safariland in 1985. To this day he continues to
develop cutting edge technologies for the shooting 
industry.  Bill developed a training program and a high
speed moving target system. The program replicates the
minimal amount of time a shooter will have to successfully
neutralize an adversary. Now you can learn how to 
successfully engage moving targets rapidly and accurately
right from your home.

Item # PMR009

Make Ready with Tom Yost: IDPA Course Design

Setting up an IDPA match can be a daunting task. Tom Yost,
the NE Regional IDPA Coordinator, reviews IDPA course 
design, the IDPA Classifier, scenarios, props & targets, roles
of the Safety Officers, the IDPA scoring method, and more.
Tom has been involved in the shooting industry for over 30
years as a competitor, consultant, and instructor. He has
won two IDPA national championships along with 
numerous regional and state championships in IDPA. Now
Tom will help you build the fundamentals for good IDPA
match course design.

Item # PMR011

Join Bill Jeans for a one-on-one training session in his 
Shotgun Operator course. Bill is the owner-operator of Mor-
rigan Consulting, a tactical weapons training and 
consulting business in operation since 1998. For over seven
years Bill was the Operations Manager and Chief 
Rangemaster for Gunsite, the world-renowned school
founded by Jeff Cooper. With Shotgun Operator, you will
learn about ammo selection, gun handling, patterning with
buckshot and shooting with slugs, how to engage 
multiple targets, transitioning to a handgun, shooting 
the standards, and more. 

Make Ready with Bill Jeans: Shotgun Operator

Item # PMR012

Make Ready with Massad Ayoob: Home Defense
Are you prepared to defend yourself and your loved ones
in your home? Join Massad Ayoob as he reviews the
techniques for home defense. Ayoob has been writing for
gun magazines since 1971. He has been an expert 
witness for the courts in weapons and homicide cases for
over 30 years, and a sworn part-time police officer for 36
years. In this video, Ayoob covers topics like hardening your
home’s perimeter, lighting, firearms and ammo 
selection, safe rooms, family member roles, getting help,
and the myths of home defense. 

Item # PMR013

Make Ready with Jessie Duff: A Woman’s Guide to USPSA
More and more women are getting into competitive
shooting sports. Now Jessie Abbate, world champion

shooter and co-host of the Friends of the NRA television
show, introduces women to USPSA.  Jessie walks you
through all the basics you’ll need to know in order to start 
competing in this sport. She covers the gear you’ll need,
the different guns to choose from, reloading, sight 
alignment, shooting targets at various distances, shooting
on the move, and much more. Jessie takes you step by step
in a one-on-one setting to get you ready to hit the range
and start shooting.

Item # PMR014

Make Ready with Louis Awerbuck:
Analysis of the Survival Mindset

Join Louis Awerbuck for a one-on-one training session on
the Analysis of the Survival Mindset. Louis Awerbuck is the
owner and lead instructor of the Yavapai Firearms 
Academy. Louis served in 1 Special Services Battalion in the
South African Defence Force. He was employed by Colonel
Jeff Cooper at the original Gunsite Ranch as Chief 
Rangemaster, attaining the title of Shooting Master. With
this video, Louis will review the biochemistry of a fight,
shooting problems, shooter movements, training on the
range versus a real fight, types of targets, sighted and 
unsighted fire, and more. This course will give you a 

reality check when it comes to training for and surviving a
gunfight as only Louis Awerbuck can show. 

Item # PMR016

Make Ready with Paul Howe:
Adavanced Tac Pistol/Rifle Operator

Paul Howe is a high-risk training instructor that served 20
years in the US Army, ten of those in Special Operations. He
served as a Tactical Team Leader and Senior Instructor
while assigned to Army Special Operations. During his tour
in special operations he was involved in several combat ac-
tions. One of the most notable was the battle of Mogadishu
that was later portrayed in the motion picture Black Hawk
own. As a follow up to the Tac Pistol Operator and Tac Rifle 
Operator videos, we bring you back to the CSAT (Combat
Shooting and Tactics) training facility in Nacogdoches, TX
for Advanced Tac Pistol/Rifle Operator. In this installment,

Paul takes you to the next level of your one-on-one 
training with him. You will review working with barricades,
using vehicles as cover, dealing with full and partially 
exposed targets, the hallway pie, masking targets, and
more. You’ll also review the 100-7 Drill, the Line Drill, and
the 25-Yard Diagnostics. 

Item # PMR019

Make Ready with Paul Howe: 
Intro to Exterior Movement

Paul Howe is a high-risk training instructor that served 20
years in the US Army, ten of those in Special Operations. He
served as a Tactical Team Leader and Senior Instructor
while assigned to Army Special Operations. During his tour
in special operations he was involved in several combat ac-
tions. One of the most notable was the battle of Mogadishu
that was later portrayed in the motion picture Black Hawk
Down. For this video we take you to the CSAT (Combat
Shooting and Tactics) training facility in Nacogdoches, TX
where Paul introduces you to Exterior Movement. After a
thoroughreview of equipment, Paul demonstrates single

person, two person, and team movement. He reviews clear-
ing corners, the tactical flare, room penetration, CQB med-
ical, the surgical rifle drill and the SUL movement drill.

Item # PMR020



Make Ready with Pat Rogers: Basic Carbine
This video is a great way to start building upon your skill
set in using a carbine or brushing up on your 
fundamentals. Pat Rogers, founder of EAG Tactical and 
retired Marine and Sgt in NYPD, takes you through all the
steps needed towards building a solid foundation. In a 
one-on-one setting, Pat reviews with you the various 
accessories and gear available for the carbine platform. He
covers weapon manipulation, trigger reset & dry 
firing, zero procedure, target engagement drills, shooting
from intermediate and prone positions, turns, multiple 
target engagement, shooting on the move, and more. If

you are serious about carbine use, this is a must have video.Item # PMR021

Make Ready with Pat Rogers: Carbine II
As a follow-up to the Basic Carbine video, Carbine 2 is your
next step in building your skillset with a carbine. Pat
Rogers, founder of EAG Tactical and retired Marine and Sgt
in NYPD, gives you a one-on-one session on advanced 
carbine techniques. Pat takes you through transitions,
speed reloads, shooting on the move, multiple targets, 
dynamic turns, near contact engagement, white light and
lasers, asymmetrical prone, situational awareness, and
more.

Item # PMR022

Make Ready with Jim Fuller: AK Armorer's Bench
AK Armorer’s Bench will give you a thorough understand-
ing of the Kalashnikov platform and its variants. Jim Fuller,
one of the foremost experts in the AK design and founder
of Rifle Dynamics, takes you through the history of the rifle
and then walks you step by step through disassembly,
cycle of operation, cleaning the AK, the trigger group and
trigger group choices, changing furniture, sights, muzzle
devices, trigger guard removal, barrel pin removal, front
sight gas block alignment, fitting the safety, scope mounts,
rails, and more. After-market parts and modifications are
also reviewed in detail. If you run an AK47 or AK74 rifle, this

is a must have video that will give you a better 
understanding of how your rifle operates and how to keep
it running in an optimum manner. 

Item # PMR023

Make Ready with James Gilliland: Long Gun Basics
Long Gun Basics is the best foundation if you are 
interested in precision shooting at long distance. James
Gilliland, founder of Shadow 6, is a United States Army
Ranger.  While serving in Ramadi Iraq, Gilliland was 
recognized for engaging an enemy combatant with a M24
SWS at a range of 1250 meters with a single round, 
setting a record for the 7.62mm NATO cartridge. In this
video Jim takes you step by step through ammo and 
caliber option, bolt gun and gas gun choices, optics, rifle
assembly, initial cleaning, pre-fire check, precision 
shooting fundamentals, building your dope book, 

accessories, and more. Whether you use a bolt gun or 
semi-auto gas gun, this video will prepare you for being
able to shoot accurately and to better understand the art
of precision shooting.

Item # PMR024

Make Ready with Michael Bane: Concealed Carry
Carrying a concealed firearm for self-defense is more than
just selecting a handgun and holster. It’s a state of mind
and change of lifestyle. Although best known for his highly
rated original television series on Outdoor Channel —
SHOOTING GALLERY, THE BEST DEFENSE, GUN STORIES,
RAPID FIRE, COWBOYS — Michael Bane has been active in
competitive shooting and training for decades. Bane was
active in the launch of both USPSA and IDPA and worked in
the creation of the National Range Officer Institute. Michael
walks you through the system of concealed carry. He 
reviews various holsters, full size and compact firearms,

pocket pistols, properly concealing firearms, off body carry,
vehicles, home carry, stress inoculation, and range drills.
Whether you are new to concealed carry or have been 
carrying for years, this is a must have video. 

Item # PMR025

Make Ready with Paul Liebenberg: Gunsmithing the 1911
Gunsmithing the 1911 is a rare opportunity to learn
gunsmithing techniques from Paul Liebenberg. Paul is a
professional gun builder specializing in the Browning
locked breach pistol platform. Since his early days at 
Pachmayr Gun Works Paul has worked on 1911s ranging
from customizing customer provided pistols to building
high-end custom guns. In this video Paul walks you
through customizing a Colt 1911 pistol. In a one-on-one
setting, Paul reviews the 1911 platform and takes you
through all the key points of the pistol. He then takes you
through all the modifications that are commonly done on

the 1911 ranging from installing a new barrel to installing a
grip safety and thumb safety, properly fitting the 
ignition system, lowering and flaring the ejection port, 
relieving the mag well, installing aftermarket sights, and
much more. 

Item # PMR026

Make Ready with Bill Rogers: Reactive Carbine Shooting
We take you to the Rogers Shooting School in Ellijay, GA for
a one-on-one private training session with Bill Rogers. Bill
is a former FBI Agent and inventor of the first Kydex 
Holster in 1972. He started the Rogers Holster Company in
1973, purchased by Safariland in 1985. To this day he 
continues to develop cutting edge technologies for the
shooting industry.  Bill developed a training program and
a high speed moving target system. The program 
replicates the minimal amount of time a shooter will have
to successfully neutralize an adversary. Reactive Carbine
takes you through carbine setup, proper stance and grip,

engaging multiple targets, moving, transitioning to a 
pistol, how to zero your carbine, shooting steel and 
alternative targets, shooting from different positions, 
and much more. 

Item # PMR027

Make Ready with Paul Howe: Tactical Drills
Tactical Drills is a concise video featuring the benchmark
range drills taught by Paul Howe. Paul is a high-risk 
training instructor that served 20 years in the US Army, ten
of those in Special Operations. He served as a Tactical Team
Leader and Senior Instructor while assigned to Army 
Special Operations. During his tour in special operations he
was involved in several combat actions. One of the most
notable was the battle of Mogadishu that was later 
portrayed in the motion picture Black Hawk Down. Paul
takes you step-by-step through drills like the plate rack
from a vehicle drill, engaging multiple targets from cover,

interior movement drills, line drill, immediate threat drills,
forward movement drills, dealing with wounds, 100-7 Drill,
Battlefield weapon recovery, and the granddaddy of all
drills – the 500 yard Scrambler.  If you are looking for a video
that covers a wide range of drills that you can utilize for
both your pistol and rifle training, look no further.

Item # PMR028



Make Ready with Paul Howe: Combat Mindset
Preparing yourself mentally for the fight is critical. Your 
success against an aggressor will depend on not just your
skill-set but also your mindset. In this video Paul Howe 
reviews important topics like motivation to survive, fear
and negative thoughts, mental programming, how to 
handle stress, tactical confidence, medical self-aid, and
more. Paul is a high-risk training instructor that served 20
years in the US Army, ten of those in Special Operations. He
served as a Tactical Team Leader and Senior Instructor
while assigned to Army Special Operations. During his tour
in special operations he was involved in several combat 

actions. One of the most notable was the battle of 
Mogadishu that was later portrayed in the motion picture
Black Hawk Down.  If you train to defend yourself and 
defend others, you need to make this video part of your tool
kit.Warning: This video contains graphic content, which
some viewers may find disturbing.  If you have a weak 
stomach this is not the video for you.

Item # PMR029

Make Ready with Bob Vogel: 
Stage Tactics of Practical Shooting

Here multi-World and National Champion shooter Robert
Vogel shows you how to best approach and shoot a stage,
or course of fire, in Practical shooting competition.  Robert
reviews the gear he uses in USPSA and IDPA as well as the
targets for both sports and their respective scoring 
methods. Using both IDPA and USPSA rules as a 
guideline, Robert demonstrates match stages from the 
perspective of each sport. He also demonstrates the El 
Presidente drill, Mozambique drill, and One-and-One Drill.
With the competition and membership numbers quickly
growing in both of these shooting sports this video will

give you an edge in getting to the next level and achieving
your goals.

Item # PMR030

Make Ready with Pat Rogers: Intro to the Shoot House
The Shoot House is an alien environment, and for a lot of
reasons. Most of us receive our training on a Square Range.
In the Shoot House life is dramatically different. Targets
may be anywhere. That means 360 degrees, as well as up/
down. You may also be with other people that are moving
with you. Not to mention low light conditions. Pat Rogers,
founder of EAG Tactical and retired Marine and Sgt in NYPD,
takes you through all the fundamentals and techniques
needed to build a solid foundation for shoot house work.
Pat reviews team safety, making ready, movement in the
house, dealing with doors and doorways, hallways, enter-

ing a room, communication, low light conditions, multiple
room entry, and more. If your line of work puts you in harm’s
way and you need to be able to safely clear a house as part
of a two man team, this is a must have video.

Item # PMR032

Make Ready with Dave Harrington: 
Dynamic Dry Fire Training

Dynamic Dry Fire Training is a must see video to build your
handgun skills. Whether you are new to handgun shooting
or an experienced shooter, this is for you. Dave Harrington
breaks down the fundamentals of dry fire training while
also showing the live fire equivalent so that you can 
systematically increase your skill set. Dave is a retired 
senior weapons instructor from the John F. Kennedy 
Special Warfare School at Ft. Bragg, North Carolina. In this
two disc set, Dave covers how to get organized, learning
by doing, pistol modifications, pistol handling and getting
ready, basic firing, the v-block firing drill, malfunctions, dry

fire drills, picking up a pistol drills, drawing a pistol drills,
mounting a pistol from the holster, different loading 
techniques, and more.

Item # PMR033

Make Ready with Yamil Sued: Capturing the Action
Shooting a match is great, but capturing that action can be
equally challenging with equal satisfaction.  In this video,
Yamil Sued prepares you for capturing those amazing 
images. Yamil is a graduate of the prestigious Brooks 
Institute of Photographic Arts and Sciences in Santa 
Barbara, CA with a Major in Illustration Photography and
Color Technology with over 27 years of professional 
experience. Yamil reviews camera options, camera 
settings, which lens to use, support gear, range etiquette,
positioning and composition, shooting in low light,
shooting staged shots, post-production, and much more.

If you like to photograph the action at a shooting match,
this video is truly a must have.

Item # PMR034

Make Ready with Dean Caputo: Building a Carbine
Look at the market today and there are countless versions
of the AR15 style carbine. You can even order the 
components to build your own customized version. Dean
Caputo, a law enforcement officer and factory armorer 
instructor for the AR15/M4 platform, reviews the history of
the AR15 style carbine, shows the progression of the 
carbine’s development, and then shows the viewer how to
build three different versions, each with its own 
attributes and features. Dean also reviews accessories for
your carbine and how to incorporate them into your 
customization or complete build. If you are in the market

for a carbine or want to build your own, this is the video for
you.

Item # PMR035

Make Ready with Chappy: NVG / IR Skill Builder
NVG / IR Skill Builder is your first step in learning about
night vision equipment, the proper application of the
equipment, as well as IR and visible laser use. John Chap-
man (Chappy) is the founder and Director of Training of
LMS Defense, an international full service training, 
consulting, business leadership, and weapons system 
testing firm.  Chappy is a retired police Lieutenant and a
currently serving reserve SWAT officer. He is also an 
industry recognized leader in the application of night 
vision and IR laser technology to the law enforcement and
armed citizen missions. In this video Chappy reviews 

mission identification and needs assessment, selecting the
right night vision and support gear, NVG pre-mission setup,
laser mounting and zero, movement and weapon manipu-
lation under NVG, static and multiple target engagements,
IR to white light transitions, and more. Whether you already
run NVG or are contemplating transitioning to it, this video
will give you a solid foundation to build upon. 

Item # PMR036

Make Ready with Chappy: CQB Shooting Fundamentals
CQB Shooting Fundamentals will get you ready for close
encounters of the ugly kind. Taught by Chappy in a no 
nonsense and clear manner, you will get a one-on-one 
lesson like no other. John Chapman (Chappy) is the founder
and Director of Training of LMS Defense, an international
full service training, consulting, business leadership, and
weapons system testing firm. Chappy is a retired police
Lieutenant and a currently serving reserve SWAT officer. In
this video Chappy reviews what is CQB, range versus 
combat mindset, weapon selection, lighting and laser 
selection as well as support equipment selection, CQB

weapons manipulation and ready positions, emergency
transitions and reloads, rapid single and multiple target 
engagements, shooting on the move, shooting through
barriers, and more. 

Item # PMR037



Make Ready with Dave Spaulding: 
Combative Pistolcraft Essentials

Defending yourself with a handgun takes more than just
thinking about it. It takes proper training and skill 
building. With Combative Pistolcraft Essentials you are on
your way towards both. Dave Spaulding is a professional
firearms instructor with 36 years experience in Law 
Enforcement and Federal Security including patrol, crime
scene investigations, court security, violent and property
crime investigations, undercover/surveillance operations,
SWAT, training and dignitary protection. In this video Dave
reviews the contents of a proper combative pistol program
including being situationally dependent, physiological 

efficiency, equipment,  the “concept” of stopping power,
grip and trigger control, body position and ready positions,
holster skills, reloading, clearing malfunctions/stoppages,
one hand shooting, cover & concealment, dry fire, and
more.

Item # PMR038

Make Ready with Dave Spaulding: 
Situational Combative Pistol

With this video Dave Spaulding gets into more advanced
techniques for defending yourself with a handgun. It’s an
excellent follow up to his previous title, Combative 
Pistolcraft Essentials. Dave Spaulding is a professional
firearms instructor with 36 years experience in Law 
Enforcement and Federal Security including patrol, crime
scene investigations, court security, violent and property
crime investigations, undercover/surveillance operations,
SWAT, training and dignitary protection. In this video Dave
starts with a review of the essentials. Then he continues
with turning to the threat, multiple target engagement,

close contact, kneeling, prone and supine, one hand 
manipulation, point shooting versus sighted fire, seated
shooting, skill building drills, and more.

Item # PMR039

Make Ready with James Williams: The Edged Weapon

To understand the use of an edged weapon a good place
to start is with a martial artist that also designs knives.
James Williams is the President of Bugei Trading Company,
Inc. He has been studying martial arts since 1960 and
teaching since 1975. James has trained, competed in, and
taught a number of different martial disciplines. James also
teaches Close Quarters Combat to police and military both
foreign and domestic. His knife designs are produced by
Columbia River Knife and Tool. In this video James dis-
cusses and reviews what knives do, classical martial arts,
strategy, the responsible use of an edged weapon, 

geometry of force, movement, fooling the eye, the human
survival mechanism, gripping and manipulation, strategy,
and more. 

Item # PMR040

Make Ready with James Williams: 
Continuing Solutions to Edged Weapons

As a continuance to The Edged Weapon, James Williams
takes you to the next level of training with Continuing 
Solutions to Edged Weapons. James Williams is the 
President of Bugei Trading Company, Inc. He has been
studying martial arts since 1960 and teaching since 1975.
James has trained, competed in, and taught a number of
different martial disciplines. James also teaches Close Quar-
ters Combat to police and military both foreign and do-
mestic. His knife designs are produced by Columbia River
Knife and Tool. In this video James discusses and reviews
the straight stab, abdomen slash, downward stab, grab to

stab, taking the knife, knife in your back, carry options and
knife concealment, hidden draws, and more. 

Item # PMR041

Make Ready with Massad Ayoob: 
Ayoob on Concealed Carry

When it comes to carrying a firearm concealed there are
many factors to consider. Before you hit the range to 
practice your draw stroke and shot placement, this is a
video worth reviewing. Massad Ayoob has been writing for
gun magazines since 1971. He has been an expert witness
for the courts in weapons and homicide cases for over 30
years, and a sworn part-time police officer for 36 years. In
this video, Mas goes over the rationale of concealed carry,
judicious use of deadly force, the Ten Commandments of
Concealed Carry, concealed carry techniques, drawing
from disadvantaged positions, concealed carry versus open

carry, and more. Definitely a must see for anyone 
considering carrying a firearm for self-defense. 

Item # PMR044

Make Ready with Massad Ayoob: Lethal Force FAQ
Massad Ayoob has been writing for gun magazines since
1971. He has been an expert witness for the courts in
weapons and homicide cases for over 30 years, and a sworn
part-time police officer for 36 years. The use of deadly force
has many consequences and the more you understand the
law and what you should or should not do, the better off
you will be. In this video Mas reviews the most often asked
questions he has received over the years pertaining to the
use of deadly force. Mas talks about what situations justify
deadly force, disparity of force, castle doctrine, stand your
ground law, presumption of justifiability, civil liability, the

myths associated with defending yourself, and more. If you
carry a firearm for self-defense or keep one in your home,
this video is a must see.

Item # PMR045

Make Ready with Kyle Harth: Mastering the Basics
Mastering the Basics should be the first video you ever
watch when it comes to handling a rifle. Kyle Harth is a vet-
eran of the US Army Special Forces and served multiple
combat tours and deployed globally in operational, 
instructional and advisory capacities. In this video Kyle
breaks down the fundamentals in a clear and concise 
manner. He reviews the difference between a direct gas 
impingement system versus a gas piston system, barrel
lengths, controls on your rifle, caliber selection, bullet
flight, zeroing your rifle, target selection, trigger control
and sight alignment, stances and position for shooting,

movement and ready positions, and more. This video is a
great addition to your library of resource material and will
help make you a better shooter.

Item # PMR046

Make Ready with Bane & Yost: Training with a 22
Training with a .22 is a great way to learn how to practice
your shooting skills while saving money and having fun
doing it. Although best known for his highly rated original
television series on Outdoor Channel — SHOOTING
GALLERY, THE BEST DEFENSE, GUN STORIES, RAPID FIRE,
COWBOYS — Michael Bane has been active in competitive
shooting and training for decades. Tom Yost has been
involved in the shooting industry for over 30 years as a
competitor, consultant, and instructor. In this video,
Michael and Tom review selecting the right handgun and
rifle, accessories, backstops and targets, competitive 

shooting, using a .22 for self-defense, training with a .22,
drills, and more. This is a video you will enjoy to watch and
get you ready to hit the range. 

Item # PMR047



Make Ready with ISA: Tactical Driving
The International Security Academy (ISA) has trained our
nation’s elite Special Operations Forces from all branches
of military service, government agencies and private 
security firms. ISA staff has decades of experience in
presenting a broad array of specialized training in rally 
driving, ATV riding, SUV and off-road vehicle dynamics.
With ISA senior instructors Russ Adler and David “Bryn” Wal-
ters, you’re in for one heck of a ride! They review the basics
from hand position, seat position, and vehicle 
characteristics. More extensive subjects are covered like 
vehicle dynamics, the driving line, defensive and offensive

driving, dealing with obstacles, driving on variable 
surfaces, the J-turn, Handbrake turn, Pendulum turn, and
more. They review pit, pit & pin, ramming, counter steer,
crash procedures, and even off road driving. If you ever 
considered improving your driving skills, this is the best
place to start. 

Item # PMR048

Make Ready with Paul Howe: 
Civilian Response to Active Shooters

Responding to an active shooter scenario up till recently
has been looked upon as only something law enforcement
personnel would do. But often the first responder to an 
active shooter is the civilian that happened to be at the
right place at the right time. Being able to respond sooner
to an active shooter can save lives. In this video Paul Howe
will prepare you for that. Paul is a high-risk training 
instructor that served 20 years in the US Army, ten of those
in Special Operations. He served as a Tactical Team Leader
and Senior Instructor while assigned to Army Special 
Operations. During his tour in special operations he was 

involved in several combat actions. In this video, Paul takes
you step-by-step through the mindset of an active shooter
situation. He reviews gear you need like bags, holsters, and
lights. The best choices for a weapon platform and medical
supplies. Then Paul takes you through exterior contact,
room CQB, hallways, hallway intersections, linking up with
others, shooting through glass, and more. An active shooter
event is a fact of life. Now you can be prepared.

Item # PMR049

Make Ready with Paul Howe: Home Defense
Home defense is something everyone should be 
concerned about. Taught by Paul Howe and drawing from
his personal experiences, this video will give you the 
advantage. Paul is a high-risk training instructor that served
20 years in the US Army, ten of those in Special Operations.
He served as a Tactical Team Leader and Senior Instructor
while assigned to Army Special Operations. During his tour
in special operations he was involved in several combat 
actions. One of the most notable was the battle of 
Mogadishu that was later portrayed in the motion picture
Black Hawk Down. In this video, Paul takes you step-by-step

through alarms, cameras, and gates for your home, what to
do when you leave or arrive at your home, staging 
equipment, home invasions, mindset, movement and 
engaging threats, calling 911, and more. 

Item # PMR050

Make Ready with Paul Howe: Vehicle Defense
Unless you ride a subway or bicycle to work, odds are you
find yourself in a vehicle pretty often. Most likely every day
of the week. That said, if you carry a firearm, how would
you defend yourself from a vehicle? We got you covered
with this video from Paul Howe. Paul is a high-risk training
instructor that served 20 years in the US Army, ten of those
in Special Operations. He served as a Tactical Team Leader
and Senior Instructor while assigned to Army Special 
Operations. During his tour in special operations he was 
involved in several combat actions. In this video, Paul takes
you through shooting from both the inside and outside of

a vehicle, moving around vehicles, skipping rounds off a 
vehicle and under it, dealing with moving targets, and
more. Paul also goes over flat range drills that will help you
fine tune your skills. Time is critical when you are confined
in your car or truck. With this video you will be much better
prepared. 

Item # PMR051

Make Ready with Paul Howe: Long Range Hunter
Long Range Hunter is a unique approach to traditional
hunting. Taught by Paul Howe and drawing from his 
personal experiences, this video will set you up for 
success. Paul is a high-risk training instructor that served
20 years in the US Army, ten of those in Special Operations.
He served as a Tactical Team Leader and Senior Instructor
while assigned to Army Special Operations. During his tour
in special operations he was involved in several combat 
actions. One of the most notable was the battle of 
Mogadishu that was later portrayed in the motion picture
Black Hawk Down. In this video, Paul takes you step-by-step

through rifle platform selection, optics, gear for the field,
field medical, calibers and ammo choices, first round 
procedure, bullet drop and hold off, set-up and cold gun
zero, different shooting positions, moving targets, and
more. 

Item # PMR052

Make Ready with EAG: Patrol Rifle
As more law enforcement agencies and private security
companies are adding long guns to the tools available in
their vehicles, selecting the right tool is important. Pat
Rogers, founder of EAG Tactical and retired Marine and Sgt
in NYPD, reviews the different options that are available.
He covers the shotgun, Mini-14, and AR15/M4 platforms.
Paul Buffoni, from Bravo Company USA, makes a guest 
appearance and shows how to convert an M16/AR15 rifle
to a patrol carbine.  Pat reviews optics, magazines, slings,
where to keep the rifle in the vehicle, how to secure it, and
deploying the rifle. If you plan on having a rifle in your 

vehicle, this is a video for you.Item # PMR053

Make Ready with Doc Spears: Combat Lifesaver
Combat Lifesaver is an introduction to the principles of 
Tactical Combat Casualty Care (TCCC), particularly the Care
Under Fire (CUF) portion of the doctrine. The video is
taught by John “Doc” Spears. Doc is an instructor for EAG
Tactical. He started his career in the US Army as an 18D,
Special Operations Medical Sergeant in 3rd battalion 7th
Special Forces Group. He joined the 12th Special Forces
Group while attending college, obtained a biochemistry
degree, attended Osteopathic medical school, and then
completed an orthopedic surgical residency and finally a
spine surgery fellowship at the Cleveland Clinic Florida. In

this video, Doc reviews care under fire, the individual first
aid kit (IFAK), packing a wound and applying a battle dress-
ing, tourniquets, hemorrhage, the airway, chest injuries,
drag & carry, and more. This is a must have and must watch
video if you are serious about first aid treatment and 
casualty care. 

Item # PMR054

Make Ready with EAG: Preparing for Class
In Preparing for Class Pat Rogers, founder of EAG Tactical
and retired Marine and Sgt in NYPD, reviews what you
should do before going to a training class. He also reviews
having a good attitude, the right gear for class, proper
clothing, health and comfort items, what not to do in class,
and mental prep. Then Martina Hutchinson reviews proper
nutrition, hydration, rest, and exercises to help you on the
range. From movement and cardio to shoulder complex
and calf stretch, Martina gets you physically prepared for
that next day on the range and how to follow up with your
body after the class.

Item # PMR055



Make Ready with Nikki Turpeaux: 
Intro to Concealed Carry for Ladies

For women interested in concealed carry, this is one of the
best videos to start with. Nikki Turpeaux is the Owner/CEO
of Archangel Tactical, LLC and Founder of the Get A GRIP™
Ladies Personal Defense & Firearms Training Program. Her
training curriculum serves women, men, youth and fami-
lies in the disciplines of defensive pistol, shotgun, carbine,
OC, edged/improvised weapons and unarmed defense
training. In this video, Nikki starts you off with the key fun-
damentals. She walks you through handgun and ammo 
selection, methods of concealment, training equipment,
targets and lethal zones on targets, stance, grip, sight 

alignment, and more. With this video, you will come away
with a solid foundation to start building your skills upon. 

Item # PMR056

Make Ready with Nikki Turpeaux: 
Concealed Carry Skills for Ladies

This is our second title from Nikki Turpeaux and a 
continuation on Intro to Concealed Carry for Ladies. Nikki
is the Owner/CEO of Archangel Tactical, LLC and Founder of
the Get A GRIP™ Ladies Personal Defense & Firearms 
Training Program. Her training curriculum serves women,
men, youth and families in the disciplines of defensive pis-
tol, shotgun, carbine, OC, edged/improvised weapons and
unarmed defense training. In this video, Nikki reviews 
survivor’s mindset, commitment to training, less lethal 
options, drawing from concealment, draw stroke, dealing
with malfunctions, reloads, weapon retention, use of cover,

dry fire training, and more. This video will help you to 
continue building on your foundation of firearms skills.

Item # PMR057

Make Ready with Nikki Turpeaux: 
Survivor’s Mindset for Ladies

Going to the range and learning how to accurately fire a
pistol or revolver is only the first step in learning 
concealed carry. In Survivor’s Mindset for Ladies, Nikki
Turpeaux walks you through other important 
considerations like situational awareness, maintaining an
aware lifestyle, online hazards, kids and field trips, camps
and school safety, survivor’s mindset and more. Nikki
Turpeaux is the Owner/CEO of Archangel Tactical, LLC and
Founder of the Get A GRIP™ Ladies Personal Defense &
Firearms Training Program. Her training curriculum serves
women, men, youth and families in the disciplines of 

defensive pistol, shotgun, carbine, OC, edged/improvised
weapons and unarmed defense training. This is a straight
forward lesson from Nikki to you that will get you thinking
and help you be better prepared moving forward.

Item # PMR058

Make Ready with Dave Spaulding: 
Concealed Combat Pistol

Concealed Combat Pistol from Dave Spaulding prepares
you for carrying a firearm for self-defense in a straight 
forward, no nonsense approach that Dave is famous for. 
Dave is a professional firearms instructor with 36 years of
experience in Law Enforcement and Federal Security 
including patrol, crime scene investigations, court 
security, violent and property crime investigations, 
undercover/surveillance operations, SWAT, training and
dignitary protection.  In this video, Dave discusses the 
combative mind and reviews modes of dress, closed and
open front garments, seated shooting, critical space 

shooting, pocket pistols, skill development, gear and 
handgun options, and more. 

Item # PMR060

Make Ready with Dave Spaulding: 
Critical Space Combative Pistol

Critical Space Combative Pistol teaches you the drills and
techniques you need to be better prepared for carrying a
firearm for self-defense. Dave Spaulding is a professional
firearms instructor with 36 years of experience in Law
Enforcement and Federal Security including patrol, crime
scene investigations, court security, violent and property
crime investigations, undercover/surveillance operations,
SWAT, training and dignitary protection.  In this video, Dave
reviews essential combative pistolcraft skills, skills stan-
dards, proper combat draw, point shooting versus sighted
fire, one hand shooting, one hand manipulation drills, up

close movement, shoot to ground drill, unconventional
shooting positions, seated shooting, contact shooting, and
more. 

Item # PMR061

Make Ready with Mike Lamb: Shotgun
The shotgun is the most underestimated and least 
considered tool that you have available for self-defense.
While carbines are tacti-cool to use and accessorize, the
shotgun gets the job done all day, every day. In this video
Mike Lamb walks you through the use of the shotgun 
covering ammo selection, patterning, recoil mitigation,
loading, equipment selection, barrel dynamics, and more. 
Mike is a former Marine serving in both the enlisted and
commissioned ranks. Mike served as a Force Recon 
Marine as well as in some of the government’s top 
intelligence agencies around the world. With this video,

you will come away with a much better understanding of
the shotgun for self-defense applications and maybe even
set aside that carbine for a shotgun.

Item # PMR062

Make Ready with Mike Lamb: Precision Rifle
Sending a round downrange accurately is critical. Being
able to do that at long distances is a skill worthy of 
learning and practicing. In this video Mike Lamb sets you
up for success so that you can achieve those skills. 
Mike is a former Marine serving in both the enlisted and
commissioned ranks. Mike served as a Force Recon 
Marine as well as in some of the government’s top 
intelligence agencies around the world. After sustaining 
injuries Mike was medically retired from the Marine Corps
after 13 years of service. Mike has taken his experiences in
the government as well as private sector and formed Stoic

Ventures to help streamline the community and 
dedicated training toward helping the “Good Guys” 
become better prepared for the worst. In Precision Rifle,
Mike walks you through rifle selection, ammunition 
options, optics, the shooting fundamentals, zeroing, units of
measure, barrel types, shooting positions, holds versus 
dialing, gear for the range, and more. 

Item # PMR063

Make Ready with Freddie Blish: Intro to Combat Optics
Many people like to run non-magnified dot optics on their
carbines. There is also the trend to run them on pistols. Yet
a good percentage of folks don’t know the difference 
between the different brands of dot optics on the market
or how to best utilize the optics within their given 
applications. With Intro to Combat Optics, Freddie Blish
covers all there is to know and then some. Freddie is a 
retired Lieutenant Colonel from the United States Marine
Corps, where he served 24 years. In this video, Freddie 
reviews optics from Aimpoint, EOTech, Trijicon, Vortex, and
JP Enterprises. He reviews durability, reliability, trouble

shooting, optic mounts, the downed optic drill, the 
occluded optic drill, mechanical offset, parallax and 
asymmetric position, reticle tracking, optics for handguns
and shotguns, and zeroing at 100, 200, and 300 meters. If
you run a dot optic on your carbine/pistol or are 
considering it, this video is for you. 

Item # PMR064



Make Ready with Tatiana Whitlock: 
Practical Concealed Carry for Women

If you are a woman interested in carrying a handgun for
personal defense, this video is for you. With Practical 
Concealed Carry for Women, Tatiana Whitlock walks you
through handgun and ammo selection, training aids, 
methods of concealment, the concealed carry lifestyle,
drawing from concealment, ammunition management,
malfunctions, post engagement sequence, and more. 
Tatiana Whitlock is the owner of ID Target Systems which
designs realistic training aids and offers instruction 
services specific to personal protection. She works with
men, women and youth to establish a real-world 
foundation of firearm skills, safety and situational 
awareness.

Item # PMR065

Making Ready with Jeff Gonzales: Concealed Carry TTP’s
Jeff Gonzales heads up the staff of diverse trainers and 
instructors for Trident Concepts, LLC, a reality based 
company specializing in personal protection tactics and
training for armed and unarmed conflicts. Jeff was a 
decorated and respected US Navy SEAL and has worked in
a variety of environments and capacities throughout the
globe. In this video Jeff reviews concealed carry 
tactics, techniques, and procedures. He goes over 
situational awareness, everyday carry practices, conflict 
resolution, the threat matrix, and contact with on duty 
police. He also reviews handgun and ammunition 

selection, belt and holster selection, clothing selection,
methods of carrying concealed, drawstroke techniques,
reloads, defeating multiple cover garments, and more. Jeff
presents you with a straight forward approach to 
concealed carry.

Item # PMR066

Make Ready with Mike Lamb: The Complete AR Carbine
In the Complete AR Carbine, Mike Lamb introduces you to
running an AR style carbine. He covers optics choices, 
accessories, zeroing, loading, malfunctions, transitions,
home defense and more. Mike is a former Marine serving in
both the enlisted and commissioned ranks. Mike served as
a Force Recon Marine as well as in some of the 
government’s top intelligence agencies around the world.
After sustaining injuries Mike was medically retired from
the Marine Corps after 13 years of service. Mike has taken
his experiences in the government as well as private 
sector and formed Stoic Ventures to help streamline the

community and dedicated training toward helping the
“Good Guys” become better prepared for the worst. With
this video you will get Mike’s point of view on running a 
carbine in a straight forward and easy to follow approach. 

Item # PMR067

Make Ready with Mike Lamb: Active Carbine
Active Carbine is a continuation from Mike Lamb’s video,
“The Complete AR Carbine.”  Mike goes over what is 
active carbine, weapons manipulation, post shooting 
protocol, mindset, driving the gun, movement, cover and
concealment, changing levels, barricades, and more. 
Mike is a former Marine serving in both the enlisted and
commissioned ranks. Mike served as a Force Recon 
Marine as well as in some of the government’s top 
intelligence agencies around the world. After sustaining 
injuries Mike was medically retired from the Marine Corps
after 13 years of service. Mike has taken his experiences in

the government as well as private sector and formed Stoic
Ventures to help streamline the community and dedicated
training toward helping the “Good Guys” become better
prepared for the worst. Now you can take what you have
previously learned from Complete AR Carbine and build
upon your skillset. 

Item # PMR068

Make Ready with Pat McNamara: Carbine TAPS
Pat McNamara (Mac) has 22 years of Special Operations 
experience, 13 of which were in 1st SFOD-D. He has 
extensive experience in hostile fire/combat zones in the
Middle East and Eastern Europe. He trains individuals at
basic and advanced levels of marksmanship and combat
tactics. With Carbine TAPS (Tactical Application of Practical
Shooting), Mac introduces you to his performance based
training methodology. He reviews carbine setup, the 
basics of rifle marksmanship, discovery learning, 
malfunctions, use of cover, moving with a rifle, the four
shooting positions, his Bilateral drill, the Grid of Fire drill,

the Grinder, the Turn and Burn, the Blaze X drill and more.
Join Mac in Carbine TAPS and get your blaze on!

Item # PMR069

Make Ready with Pat McNamara: Carbine TAPS
Pat McNamara (Mac) has 22 years of Special Operations 
experience, 13 of which were in 1st SFOD-D. He has 
extensive experience in hostile fire/combat zones in the
Middle East and Eastern Europe. He trains individuals at
basic and advanced levels of marksmanship and combat
tactics. With Carbine TAPS (Tactical Application of Practical
Shooting), Mac introduces you to his performance based
training methodology. He reviews carbine setup, the 
basics of rifle marksmanship, discovery learning, 
malfunctions, use of cover, moving with a rifle, the four
shooting positions, his Bilateral drill, the Grid of Fire drill,

the Grinder, the Turn and Burn, the Blaze X drill and more.
Join Mac in Carbine TAPS and get your blaze on!

Item # PMR069

Make Ready with Pat McNamara: Pistol TAPS
Pat McNamara (Mac) has 22 years of Special Operations 
experience, 13 of which were in 1st SFOD-D. He has 
extensive experience in hostile fire/combat zones in the
Middle East and Eastern Europe. He trains individuals at
basic and advanced levels of marksmanship and combat
tactics. With Pistol TAPS (Tactical Application of Practical
Shooting), Mac introduces you to his performance based
training methodology. He reviews handgun selection, 
accessories & range gear, maintenance, basic drills to lead
to a five second standard, drills like the Einstein, Pick your
Poison, the El Pres, 500 Point Aggregate, Delta Seven, Grid

of Fire, Grinder, Blaze X, Turn & Burn and more. Join Mac in
Pistol TAPS and get your blaze on!

Item # PMR070

Make Ready with Dave Spaulding: Adaptive Combat Pistol
It’s not the person with the fastest draw or the guy that can
shoot the tightest groups that will win a gunfight. It’s the
person with a solid set of essential skills and the ability to
recognize a rapidly unfolding situation and adapt accord-
ingly that will win. Adaptation is the key to prevailing in a
situation where your life is on the line and this video will
help bolster those skills. Dave Spaulding is a professional
firearms instructor with 36 years of experience in Law En-
forcement and Federal Security including patrol, crime
scene investigations, court security, violent and property
crime investigations, undercover/surveillance operations,

SWAT, training and dignitary protection. In this video, Dave
reviews the requirements for effective combat shooting,
recommended gear, shot placement and stopping power,
physiological efficiency, skill building and course structure
pyramids, review of essentials, movement with purpose,
one hand shooting/manipulation, unconventional shoot-
ing positions, multiple targets, use of cover, and more.

Item # PMR071



Make Ready with Gunsite: 250 Pistol
Founded in 1976 by Lt. Col. Jeff Cooper, Gunsite today
stands as a testament to Jeff’s teachings and has become
America’s Premier Firearms Training Center. 250 Pistol is
considered “The Gunsite Experience” and was first pre-
sented in October 1976 by Col. Cooper. Today 250 Pistol
stands as the primary course you build all your handgun
skills upon. In this video, you will be taught the Modern
Technique of the Pistol, including an intro to the 5 Elements
of the Modern Technique, the Combat Triad, basic pistol
manipulation including condition check, loading & un-
loading, pistol positions, fighting stance, grip and finger

placement, making ready, marksmanship, post engage-
ment, pistol presentation, speed load, head shots, hammer
pairs, failure drill, malfunction clearances, kneeling posi-
tions, turns, classic Gunsite drills, tactics, and more. If you
are considering taking a class at Gunsite or simply wish to
work on your handgun skills, this is the video to start with. 

Item # PMR073

Make Ready with Gunsite: 223 Carbine
Founded in 1976 by Lt. Col. Jeff Cooper, Gunsite today
stands as a testament to Jeff’s teachings and has become
America’s Premier Firearms Training Center. With 223 Car-
bine, you are taught the Modern Technique as it applies to
the carbine. This course will help you become thoroughly
familiar with your carbine and your capabilities with it. In
this video, you will be taught the basic fighting stance,
loading, chambered round verification, unloading, differ-
ent ready positions, reloads, standard engagement se-
quence, controlled and dedicated pairs, failure drill, sight
offset, basic ballistics and zeroing, malfunction clearances,

handgun transition, speed load, various shooting positions,
pivots and turns, engaging multiple target, cleaning, main-
tenance, and more. Carbines make an excellent choice for
home defense. If you are considering taking a class at Gun-
site or simply wish to work on your carbine skills, this is the
video to start with. 

Item # PMR074

Make Ready with Gunsite: 
Citizen Response to Active Shooter

The threat or perceived threat of an active shooter/terror-
ist is of significant concern to many of us in today’s world.
At issue however, is the level of hype or hyperbole associ-
ated with the topic.  Most of the information is based on
the hysterics of the media, which has little basis in fact.
Gunsite’s Citizen Response to Active Shooter will dispel the
myths. Founded in 1976 by Lt. Col. Jeff Cooper, Gunsite
today stands as a testament to Jeff’s teachings and has be-
come America’s Premier Firearms Training Center. In this
video we review criminals versus terrorists, most versus
least likely attack profiles, weapon skills, and tactical skills

including live fire movement, use of cover, engagements in
crowded environments, room entry & security, vehicles, re-
sponse versus tactical options, resources and more. This is
a must watch video that will be an excellent addition to
your existing handgun training. 

Item # PMR075

Make Ready with Robert Keller: 
Proven Methods of the Carbine

Robert Keller has spent more than 19 years in the US Army
with all of those years in the Special Operations commu-
nity. He is also the Founder and CEO of Gamut Resolutions
where he teaches law enforcement and civilians specializ-
ing in carbine and pistol. Proven Methods of the Carbine is
your introduction to Bob’s approach to carbine training. He
covers the must haves of carbine shooting, the Ready Up
drills, reacquiring your target, controlled pairs, target hold-
off, transition drills, sling types, multiple targets, turns, re-
loads, and more. You have to start with the fundamentals
when it comes to a carbine. Robert Keller will give you a no

nonsense approach to becoming proficient with a carbine. Item # PMR076

Make Ready with Aaron Barruga: Vehicle Tactics
Aaron Barruga served in the US Army Special Forces with
deployments to Iraq, Afghanistan, and the Pacific Theater
of Operations. He is the Founder of Guerrilla Approach
where he teaches vehicle tactics and active shooter inter-
diction. High Threat Environment Vehicle Tactics is your in-
troduction to close-quarter engagements in and around
vehicles. Aaron reviews the reactive versus proactive mind-
set, offsetting cover, vehicle and glass ballistics lab,
mounted shooting positions, bailout techniques with a car-
bine and pistol, exterior shooting positions, and more.
Whether you are in law enforcement, a military organiza-

tion conducting low visibility operations or a civilian, this
video will give you a solid understanding of working in and
around a vehicle. 

Item # PMR077

Make Ready with Tony Blauer: The SPEAR System
The SPEAR System utilizes the speed and reliability of the
startle-flinch mechanism to convert the sudden attack into
a tactical counter.  It is a bridge between the reactive brain
and the cognitive brain. This improves reaction time dur-
ing a confrontation. Tony Blauer is the founder and CEO of
BLAUER TACTICAL SYSTEMS and the creator of the SPEAR
System. Tony has pioneered research and training method-
ologies that have influenced and inspired martial art &
combative systems around the world. In this video you are
introduced to the SPEAR System and why it is so important
for your personal safety. Tony reviews science and theory,

the SPEAR stance, SPEAR Flow, SPEAR sharpening and
strengthening, the Finger Splade Drill, Outside 90 Drill, and
more. The SPEAR System applies to military, law enforce-
ment, and civilians.

Item # PMR078

Make Ready with Tony Blauer: Weapon Protection Principles
The SPEAR System utilizes the speed and reliability of the
startle-flinch mechanism to convert the sudden attack into
a tactical counter.  It is a bridge between the reactive brain
and the cognitive brain. This improves reaction time dur-
ing a confrontation. Tony Blauer is the founder and CEO of
BLAUER TACTICAL SYSTEMS and the creator of the SPEAR
System. Tony has pioneered research and training method-
ologies that have influenced and inspired martial art &
combative systems around the world. This video builds
upon the content from Tony’s previous title, “The SPEAR
System”, and covers the 3 Cs, weapon target identification

drills, clear and control drills, grip from hell drills, control-
ling the armed limb, stance, balance, movement, common
positions, and more. Whether you’re in the military, law en-
forcement, or are a civilian, this video is for you.

Item # PMR079

Make Ready with Mike Lamb: 
Securing & Defending Your Home

Coming Soon

Item # PMR080



Natural disasters, terrorist hazards, blackouts, and localized emergencies.
Bad things happen. It’s a fact of life. Now be prepared for them. 

Make Ready to Survive: The Essentials of Survival 
The Essentials of Survival introduces you to the Make Ready
to Survive instructional series. Forget any preconceived 
notions or ideas you may have on prepping or survival
skills. Instructors Paul Howe, Dave Canterbury, Jim Cobb,
Kyle Harth, and N.E. MacDougald walk you through the 
essentials of preparing for an emergency. They review 
survival mindset, event based planning, basic survival 
necessities, the survival budget, water sourcing and 
purifying, food choices and options, temporary shelters,
making a fire, bug out bags and essential gear, prepping,
every day carry items, and much more. Everyone should be

prepared for natural disasters, the hazards of terrorist acts,
power outages, and localized emergencies ranging from
short term to long term events. You cannot rely on 
someone else to help you when an emergency strikes. Now
you can be ready.

Item # PMRS01

Make Ready to Survive: Short Term Prep & Plan
Short Term Prep & Plan helps you prepare for the events
that most people will encounter multiple times in their
lives. From short term power outages to weather events
that disrupt our everyday lives, these are the things we see
all the time on the news but often find ourselves not ready.
This video builds upon Essentials of Survival and gets you
thinking about building a plan for both you and your 
family. Instructors Paul Howe, Dave Canterbury, Jim Cobb,
Kyle Harth, and N.E. MacDougald walk you through 
creating a preparedness plan, short term water and food
needs, food preparation off the grid, cutting tools, basic

first aid and first aid kit essentials, gear to keep in your 
vehicle, personal security away from home, short term
power sources, family and group communications, and
more. Proper planning, mindset, and this video will help
you be ready for the next short term event.

Item # PMRS02

Make Ready to Survive: Suburban & City Environment
Suburban & City Environment addresses medium length
events like prolonged power outages, snow storms, 
hurricanes, and other localized damage due to a disaster
where food, power and fuel are not readily available. 
Specific considerations are given for folks living in the city
as well as suburban settings. Instructors Paul Howe, Jim
Cobb, Kyle Harth, and N.E. MacDougald walk you through
the medium term survival budget, bugging in, home 
security and lockdown, communications, getting from
work or play to home during a crisis, advanced first aid,
identifying hazards and hazardous areas, quantity and

types of food to have on hand, workplace survival gear, and
more. Localized rioting and civil unrest, power outages or a
natural crisis can be dealt with and managed when you are
prepared. We help you to get to that point of being 
prepared.

Item # PMRS03

Make Ready to Survive: 
Emergency & Disaster Management  

Emergency & Disaster management addresses the types of
events that you hope to never face but very well may. Long
term events like major damage by a natural or man-made 
disaster, terrorism, and economic collapse are the things
you see portrayed on television reality shows. But the 
reality is things do happen and whether you like it or not,
you have to be prepared for them in a realistic manner. 
Instructors Paul Howe, Dave Canterbury, Jim Cobb, Kyle

Harth, and N.E. MacDougald walk you through the 
planning & traveling by alternative routes, rehearsing your
plan, living off the grid, alternative location caches, 

bugging out or not, the one year survival plan and budget,
long term water sourcing, post-collapse barter and trade,
home defense and firearm selection, specific disaster 
scenario planning, and more. Be prepared for the worst case
scenario and all other events can be managed easier.

Item # PMRS04

Make Ready to Survive: Civil Breakdown 
Civil breakdown…it’s a term you normally associate with
what you hear on the evening news about events 
happening in other places around the world. But the 
reality is it can happen right in your own city or town with
you potentially right in the middle of it all. Instructors Paul
Howe, Jim Cobb, Kyle Harth, and N.E. MacDougald review
civil unrest and riot planning, assessing the situation, using
current technology to plan for the future, martial law,
neighborhood defense, beyond basic firearms tactics, 
survival optics, advanced ehicle setup, when and how to
react to riots, load bearing vests and other gear, firearm 

selection, communication between neighbors, 
neighborhood defense, military medicine, and more. Being
prepared and having a planned course of action should the
need arise will help you and your loved ones in dealing with
civil breakdown. 

Item # PMRS05

Make Ready to Survive: Bugging Out
Bugging out. Entire books are written on this subject. In
fact the subject warranted its own video in our series. What
does it really mean? Are you prepared for having to leave
where you are in a hurry? How about your family? What will
you take with you? In this video instructors Paul Howe,
Dave Canterbury, Jim Cobb, Kyle Harth, and N.E. 
MacDougald review the bug out bag, the different option
between store bought assembled kits and putting the gear
together yourself, what gear is essential for your bug out
or get home bag, what specific tools and gear they keep in
their bags, the pros and cons with different products, 

rehearsing the bug out plan, navigation, special 
considerations for bug out planning, and much more. If you
like reviewing gear options this video is for you. Equally
important, our instructors take the mystery out of gear 
selection and give you a down to earth approach to picking
what you will end up relying on for both short and long
term use. 

Item # PMRS06



Make Ready to Survive: Land Navigation
Being able to read a map and use a compass can be the 
difference between being lost and getting to your 
intended destination safely. In this video, Paul Howe
introduces you to land navigation. He reviews maps and

map development, components of a map, terrain features
and contour lines, protractors, resection, declination, 
compasses, pace count, dead reckoning, cone of direction,
route planning, field techniques, orienteering, and much
more.  Paul is a high-risk training instructor that served 20
years in the US Army, ten of those in Special Operations. He
served as a Tactical Team Leader and Senior Instructor

while assigned to Army Special Operations. During his tour
in special operations he was involved in several combat 
actions. One of the most notable was the battle of 
Mogadishu that was later portrayed in the motion picture
Black Hawk Down. Relying on your cell phone or dash
mounted GPS is simply not enough.  

Item # PMRS13

Make Ready to Survive: Firearm Selection
Selecting a firearm for short or long term survival planning
may not be as clear cut as you may think it is. Can your
spouse or children handle the firearm in your absence? Will
ammunition be available for your firearm of choice? 
Instructors Paul Howe, Dave Canterbury, and Kyle Harth go
over matching a firearm to the user, the importance of
proper firearms training, selecting the right firearm for
home defense, concealed carry, hunting small game, 
hunting dangerous game, choosing a firearm for your
spouse or child, shotgun options, handgun options, rimfire
rifles, bolt action rifles, semi-auto rifles, and more. Whether

it’s your grandfather’s side-by-side shotgun or a carbine
similar to what you used in the military, this video helps you
make an educated decision for yourself and your family. 

Item # PMRS07

Make Ready to Survive: Building a Survival Kit
Building a Survival Kit starts with the very essential gear
you must have on hand if you are serious about being 
prepared. Before modern equipment and technology 
existed our forefathers were able to survive and overcome
the wilderness with the very basic tools and skills of 
survival. Dave Canterbury is a master woodsman with over
20 years of experience working in many dangerous 
environments. His common sense approach to survivability
is recognized as one of the most effective systems of 
teaching known today. In this video instructor Dave reviews
these basic tools in the form of the “10 C’s of Survival” for
staying alive in an emergency situation. Dave reviews your
pack, knives, making a cutting tool, combustion devices,
shelter, containers, cordage, bandanas, cargo tape, a 
compass, candling device, and more. Something as simple
as a day hike in the woods can quickly become a life 
threatening situation. Now you can be prepared. 

Item # PMRS08

Make Ready to Survive: Shelter, Fire, Water
Shelter, fire, and water are the basic elements of survival
and are essential to preserving core body temperature.
That is critical to your survival. In this video Dave 
Canterbury reviews your survival kit resources including
making a fire, fire bed and fire lays, three stages of fuel,
primitive fire resources, water collection, boiling water,
clothing, shelters, and more. Dave Canterbury is a master
woodsman with over 20 years of experience working in
many dangerous environments. His common sense 
approach to survivability is recognized as one of the most
effective systems of teaching known today. Understanding

and knowing how to make a fire, how to secure drinking
water, and how to build a shelter are the most important
tools in your survival tool chest. This video gets you started
down that path. 

Item # PMRS09

Make Ready to Survive: Signaling for Rescue
We hope it never happens but what if it does? What if you
are stranded alone or with your loved ones in a remote 
location? It could have been a natural disaster, an 
unexpected snow storm, or simply your car breaking down.
When modern technology fails, being able to get rescued
will be based on your skill set and knowledge. With Signal-
ing for Rescue, Dave Canterbury reviews the rescuers point
of view and rescue strategy, how searchers attack a rescue
mission, your survival kit resources, marking a trail, ground
signal devices, signal fires, whistles, signal mirrors, and
more. Dave Canterbury is a master woodsman with over 20

years of experience working in many dangerous 
environments. His common sense approach to 
survivability is recognized as one of the most effective 
systems of teaching known today. This video is another tool
for your survival skills tool chest. 

Item # PMRS10

Make Ready to Survive: Improvised Trapping
The ability to trap food can be a critical factor in keeping
you alive in a survival situation. Knowing what animals that
can be found in your area, which traps that will work, how
to build and set them, and equally important – where to
set them, are all important skills. Dave Canterbury is a 
master woodsman with over 20 years of experience 
working in many dangerous environments. His common
sense approach to survivability is recognized as one of the
most effective systems of teaching known today. In this
video Dave reviews the types of prey you can trap, trap 
locations and strategy, trapping equipment, building a bird

trap, mouse trap, deadfall traps, spring snares, nets, fish
traps, and more. With these basic concepts you will 
dramatically improve your odds of success in the wild. 

Item # PMRS11

Make Ready to Survive: Medicinal Plants
Survival situations are inherently hazardous. You are likely
lost or incapacitated, exhausted, sleep deprived, hungry,
and stressed. That makes for a perfect formula for injuring 
yourself or eating or drinking something that makes you
sick. In this video Dave Canterbury reviews medicinal
plants, common herbs, plant properties, food & medicine,
types of preparations & uses, creating a decoction, various
trees and plants, examples of carminatives and more. Dave
Canterbury is a master woodsman with over 20 years of 
experience working in many dangerous environments. His
common sense approach to survivability is recognized as

one of the most effective systems of teaching known today.
While this video focuses on medicinal plants that are found
in the eastern woodlands of the Unites States, these plants
are likely to be found in other settings as well. Learning
these may help you survive, no matter where you are.

Item # PMS12



Make Ready to Survive: 
Intro to Blacksmithing with Dave Canterbury

Applying heat to a piece of metal to create new tools and 
objects goes all the way back to Greek and Roman 
mythology. Instead of using a volcano as a forge, 
blacksmiths rely on coal or propane to work their metals
into knives, axes, wood working tools, cooking utensils, 
furniture, and practically anything they needed that could
be made from the raw materials at hand. Intro to 
Blacksmithing introduces you to the art of blacksmithing
and what you need in order to make your own tools. Dave
Canterbury walks you through the equipment you need,
raw materials, the types of forges and anvils, hammers and

other tools, and basic techniques like bending, drawing
down, cutting, upsetting, punching and drifting, forge
welding, annealing, and more. Dave Canterbury is an 
experienced & skilled survivalist, having years of 
experience in bush crafting, outdoor self-reliance and 
primitive skills. He founded The Pathfinder School because
of his dedication to passing on the “tribal knowledge” of
outdoor self-reliance and primitive skills to anyone and
everyone who wants to learn. Sit back and learn about a
skill that you may end up making into your new hobby.

Item # PMRS14

Make Ready to Survive: 
Basic Blacksmithing Techniques with Dave Canterbury

Basic Blacksmithing Techniques is a continuation of the
Blacksmithing series, building upon Intro to Blacksmithing
with Dave Canterbury. In this video, Dave shows you how
to take your new blacksmithing skills and hone them by
making a squirrel cooker, fire steel, and finally a draw shave.
Each project increases in complexity and introduces 
additional techniques to learn with Dave taking you step
by step from the raw materials to the finished product.
Dave Canterbury is an experienced & skilled survivalist,
having years of experience in bush crafting, outdoor 
self-reliance and primitive skills. He founded The Pathfinder

School because of his dedication to passing on the “tribal
knowledge” of outdoor self-reliance and primitive skills to
anyone and everyone who wants to learn. If you’ve been bit
by the Blacksmithing bug, now you can start making tools
you can use or give to family and friends. 

Item # PMRS15

Make Ready to Survive: 
Dave Canterbury on Blacksmithing a Knife

This is the third installment in the Blacksmithing Series
from Panteao’s Make Ready to Survive videos. Now that you
have the blacksmithing equipment and honed your skills
making basic tools, Dave Canterbury shows you how to
make a fixed blade knife from a used horseshoe rasp file
and some plywood. Dave walks you through material
choices, annealing, shaping the blade profile, bevel 
hammering, final profiling, punching for the handle, 
normalizing, initial blade grind, heat treat, tempering, 
installing and shaping the scales (handles), and final grind
and buff. Dave Canterbury is an experienced & skilled 

survivalist, having years of experience in bush crafting, 
outdoor self-reliance and primitive skills. He founded The
Pathfinder School because of his dedication to passing on
the “tribal knowledge” of outdoor self-reliance and 
primitive skills to anyone and everyone who wants to learn.
After watching this video you will have all the info in front
of you needed to make your own knife from scrap materi-
als like an old file and some leftover scraps of plywood.

Item # PMRS16

Make Ready to Survive: 
Dave Canterbury on Blacksmithing a Viking Axe

This is the fourth installment in the Blacksmithing Series
from Panteao’s Make Ready to Survive videos. Dave 
Canterbury increases the difficulty of the project with 
fabricating a Viking Style Axe from different raw materials
and a handle from fresh maple.  Dave walks you through
material choices for the axe head, material prep, making a
bow tie, folding the bit, forge welding, creating the axe 
profile, shaping and grinding, hardening and heat treat,
final sharpening and buff, and fitting a handle. Dave 
Canterbury is an experienced & skilled survivalist, having
years of experience in bush crafting, outdoor self-reliance

and primitive skills. He founded The Pathfinder School 
because of his dedication to passing on the “tribal 
knowledge” of outdoor self-reliance and primitive skills to
anyone and everyone who wants to learn. While there are
many axes on the market that you can pick up at your local
hardware store, there is nothing like making your own. With
this video you can.

Item # PMRS17



DOCUMENTARY VIDEOS:
Along with instructional videos Panteao produces a series of documentaries. 

Down Zero 
Across the country on any given weekend there are 
regular people like accountants, doctors, carpenters and
even school teachers all gathering at their local gun ranges.
They join with police officers, soldiers, and security 
personnel to compete in a shooting sport called 
International Defensive Pistol Association, or better known
as IDPA. They each face multiple scenarios that replicate
potential real life threats where they must defend 
themselves while being judged for accuracy and speed. 

Item # PD001

Colt Model of 1911 - "100 Years of Service"
The brainchild of John Browning, the Model of 1911 is the
most widely copied handgun design in firearms history.
Today virtually every major firearms manufacturer offers a
version of it. Colt, however, is the only manufacturer to 
produce the 1911 continuously since its adoption by the
US Army on March 29, 1911. The Colt 1911 saw service in
World War 1, World War 2, Korea, and Vietnam. Specialized
units of our military continued to use the 1911 in 
Operation Desert Storm and even today it is seeing action
in the hands of our troops in Iraq and Afghanistan. The
1911 celebrates 100 years of continued production and

service. We take you to the Colt factory in West Hartford, CT
and follow the manufacturing process of the 1911. Among
the modern machinery and manufacturing processes you'll
also see the same machines that have been in service for
the past 80 years. You'll also see many of the assembly and
fitting steps still carried out by hand, just as they were when
the 1911 first went into production.

Item # PD002

IDPA World Championship 2011
Held at the Universal Shooting Academy Range in 
Frostproof, Florida - the IDPA World Championship features
competitors from around the world in 27 punishing stages
without pause for inclement weather or soaring 
temperature. Following several teams from start to finish
in the competition, the action only pauses for Shooters to
break down the unique challenges of each stage in 
after-action interviews detailing how they identified and
overcame each event. Closing with a privileged look inside
a post-match Shooting Sports Clinic, where the top 
shooters provide workshops to improve their skills, IDPA

World Championship 2011 is a complete package that will
allow you to relive this world-class event from beginning to
end.

Item # PD003

The Battle of The Black Sea Blu-ray/DVD combo
On October 3, 1993 a group of US Rangers and Special 
Operations soldiers set out on a mission into the heart of
the Bakara market in Mogadishu. What started as a mission
that should have lasted 30 minutes turned into a battle for
their lives. Known by these men as the Battle of the Black
Sea and later portrayed in the motion picture Black Hawk
Down, here is the untold story of that battle as told by Delta
Force member MSG Paul R. Howe, retired.Paul served 20
years in the US Army, ten of those in Special Operations. He
served as a Tactical Team Leader and Senior Instructor
while assigned to Army Special Operations. During his tour

in special operations he was involved in several combat 
actions including the battle in Mogadishu. Today Paul is a
high-risk training instructor and owner of the CSAT (Combat
Shooting and Tactics) training facility in Nacogdoches, TX.
He authored two books: “Leadership and Training For The
Fight” and “Tactical Trainer” and has numerous instructional
videos.

Item # PD004

Kids & Guns with Tatiana Whitlock
Owning a firearm comes with a high level of responsibility.
That responsibility extends to educating yourself and your 
immediate family members in the safe handling of
firearms. Many firearms accidents can and should be 
prevented. Taking the mystery out of firearms, educating
our children, and following strict safety protocols can make
the difference. In this video, Tatiana Whitlock reviews the
firearms safety rules, proper firearm storage, proper 
attitude and setting an example, specific age groups like
toddlers to kindergarten age, pre-teens and teens, toy guns
in the home, when friends visit, capabilities and 

consequences, and family business. Kids & Guns is not a 
tutorial video on how to teach your kids how to use a
firearm. This video will lay out a baseline of information that
parents can make better decisions with.

Choosing Your Knife with Battle Horse Knives
Choosing a knife can be a hard decision. Between the 
different styles, shapes and materials it can be tricky 
coming up with what fits you and your needs best. Do you
want a bushcraft style or tactical knife? Or do you need
something just for hunting? Would a spear point or drop
point be better? Should you go with a flat grind or convex?
Then there is the material itself and tang style. Not to 
mention the handle shape and material. Dan Coppins
walks you through different knife styles, blade materials,
heat treatment, choosing a grind, blade shapes, handle 
materials, sheaths, maintenance and more. Whether you’re

in the market for a high quality knife or just want to better 
educate yourself on the options that are out there, this
video is for you. Dan is Co-Owner of Battle Horse Knives and
has been an avid hunter for over forty years.  Dan has three
children and six grandchildren that he enjoys passing on
his hunting and outdoor knowledge to. Dan enjoys 
making and designing knives that will bring his company
to the next level. 

The AR15 Rifle & Carbine with Kyle Harth
With the growing popularity of the AR15 rifle and carbine
platform, there are still many out there that don’t fully 
understand the design or know about all the features the
design offers. With the help of Kyle Harth, this video will
bring you up to speed on the design. Kyle is a veteran of
the US Army Special Forces and served multiple combat
tours and deployed globally in operational, instructional
and advisory capacities. In this video Kyle reviews the 
history of the AR15 platform, breaks down the overall 
function of the rifle, barrel lengths and twist rates, the 
differences between direct gas impingement and piston

systems, choices in calibers, the many accessories on the
market, and maintenance. If you are new to the AR15 and
want to know more about the design and its features, this
video is for you. If you already own an AR and want to see
what other options are out there, look no further. 

Item # PD007

Item # PD008

Item # PD006



Gunsite 40th Anniversary
Gunsite was founded by Lt. Col. Jeff Cooper in 1976 in order
to teach the modern technique of shooting. Today Gunsite
stands as a testament to Jeff’s teachings and has become
America’s premier firearms training center. To understand
Gunsite and the man behind it, we go back before the
raven was hoisted onto the front entrance at Gunsite. We sit
down with Mrs. Janelle Cooper and learn about the early
years of her late husband, Jeff Cooper. From his days at-
tending  Stanford University to enlisting in the  Marine Corp
and serving aboard the USS Pennsylvania  during World
War II. Janelle tells us about their days after the war in-

cluding Jeff racing cars, writing for the car and gun maga-
zines, the early beginnings of competitive shooting
matches at Big Bear Lake, and finally the move to Arizona to
establish the American Pistol Institute. Both former and cur-
rent instructors from Gunsite tells us about the early days
and what Gunsite was like when Jeff first established it. They
take us through all the changes at the facility and where
Gunsite is today. Buz Mills, the owner of Gunsite, shares with
us what he has done to take Gunsite into the next 40 years.
If you’re a Gunsite Alumni, this is a must watch video. If
you’ve never attended a Gunsite class this is the best place
to start. 

Item # PD009

Gunsite Master Series Pistol Class Lecture with Lt. Col.
Jeff Cooper

"The Gunsite Master Series Pistol Class Lecture consists of
recorded footage that we were able to recover from the
lecture portion of the week long class. It took place at Gun-
site in June of 2000 and marked the first time since the
early ‘90s that Lt. Col. Jeff Cooper conducted a lecture at
Gunsite. In this video Cooper reviews the purpose behind
the classes that were taught at Gunsite, mindset, using a
handgun in self-defense, the evolution of the modern tech-
nique of the pistol, choosing a handgun and caliber, some
history on how the Modern Technique started, and more.
Gunsite instructors also make an appearance during the

lecture to review stance, grip, sight picture, the compressed
break, etc. This video will give you the rare opportunity to sit
in on a Gunsite lecture and hear directly from the founder,
Lt. Col. Jeff Cooper. Please Note: This video is presented in a
format preserving the 4:3 aspect ratio of its original stan-
dard definition recording. "

Item # PD010

Classic Gunsite Pistol Class with Lt. Col. Jeff Cooper
"The name Jeff Cooper has for years been synonymous
with teaching the modern use of firearms. Jeff was consid-
ered the world’s foremost authority on defensive weapon-
craft, teaching what he called the Modern Technique of the
Pistol. Now you have the opportunity to sit in and listen to
what Col. Cooper had to say. This video consists of recorded
footage that we were able to recover from pistol class lec-
tures Col. Cooper conducted in the early to mid-1980s. The
color code system he developed is reviewed in depth as
well as the proper handling of your handgun. There are also
many anecdotes from Col. Cooper on preparedness and

mindset. In addition to the classroom lecture, you get the
opportunity to go on the range during one of his pistol
classes. There is even a rare opportunity to see Louis Awer-
buck reviewing malfunction clearances. If you carry a hand-
gun for self-defense then take the time to watch this video.
Listen to Col. Cooper and gain an understanding of where
it all started. Please Note: This video is presented in a for-
mat preserving the 4:3 aspect ratio of its original standard
definition recording. "

Item # PD011

Gunsite Master Class Lecture with Lt. Col. Jeff Cooper
The Gunsite Master Class Lecture consists of recorded
footage that we were able to recover from the lecture por-
tion of a Gunsite class that took place prior to Lt. Col. Jeff
Cooper’s retirement in 2003. Col. Cooper, the founder of
Gunsite, talks extensively about preparedness and mind-
set. What you do after the fight, being situationally aware
and the importance of it. This was one of the last times
Gunsite students were able to gain knowledge from the
man himself. Jeff was considered the world’s foremost au-
thority on defensive weaponcraft, teaching what he called
the Modern Technique of the Pistol. Some say that no one

since Samuel Colt has had a greater impact on practical pis-
tolcraft than Col. Cooper. This video gives you a chance to sit
in on his lecture and learn for yourself why that’s been said. 

Item # PD012
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